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TWISTED DUALITY FOR EMBEDDED GRAPHS
JOANNA A. ELLIS-MONAGHAN AND IAIN MOFFATT
Abstract. We consider two operations on an edge of an embedded graph (or equivalently a ribbon graph):
giving a half-twist to the edge and taking the partial dual with respect to the edge. These two operations
give rise to an action of S3
|E(G)|, the ribbon group, on G. The action of the ribbon group on embedded
graphs extends the concepts of duality, partial duality and Petrie duality. We show that this ribbon group
action gives a complete characterization of duality in that if G is any cellularly embedded graph with medial
graph Gm, then the orbit of G under the group action is precisely the set of all graphs with medial graphs
isomorphic (as abstract graphs) to Gm. We provide characterizations of special sets of twisted duals, such
as the partial duals, of embedded graphs in terms of medial graphs and we show how different kinds of graph
isomorphism give rise to these various notions of duality. The ribbon group action then leads to a deeper
understanding of the properties of, and relationships among, various graph polynomials via the generalized
transition polynomial which interacts naturally with the ribbon group action.
1. Introduction
We define the ribbon group action on the set of embedded graphs by taking duals and twisting individual
edges. The ribbon group action completes the classical concept of duality for embedded graphs, and we
exploit this group action to unravel and explore connections between embedded graphs and their medial
graphs, and to determine implications of these new relations. The ribbon group action allows us to: classify
the twisted duals of an embedded graph; characterize all graphs with isomorphic medial graphs under
various kinds of isomorphism; extend the concept of a Tait graph to all 4-regular graphs; and to determine
new properties of polynomials of embedded graphs.
There are many investigations into planar and abstract graphs that have not yet been fully extended to
the context of graphs embedded in surfaces. Consider for example the classical relations among the medial
graphs and the duals of plane graphs. Suppose that G is a plane graph, G∗ is its dual, and Gm is its medial
graph. The medial graph of G∗ is exactly the medial graph of G, i.e. (G∗)m = Gm, where “=” denotes
equality as plane graphs. In fact, the connection between geometric duals and medial graphs is a little
stronger than this. The two graphs G and G∗ are the only plane graphs that have Gm as their plane medial
graphs, that is,
(1.1) {G,G∗} = {H | Hm = Gm}.
This equality of sets also holds when G is cellularly embedded in any surface, not just the plane.
How does the left-hand set in (1.1) change if, for example, Gm and Hm are equivalent, not as plane
embeddings, but as abstract graphs? How then are G and H related? The ribbon group action provides
a way to answer this question precisely. We will see that Gm and Hm are equivalent as abstract graphs if
and only if G and H are in the same orbit under the ribbon group action (see Theorem 4.19). In fact, the
ribbon group action answers a host of related isomorphism questions. For example, we will determine the
set of embedded graphs whose medial graphs are isomorphic as abstract graphs to a given 4-regular graph
F , in particular, the set {G | Gm ∼= F} is exactly the set of cycle family graphs of an arbitrary embedding
of F (see Theorem 4.14).
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The ribbon group action, introduced in Section 3, is a far-reaching extension of the notions of geometric
duality and Petrie duality. Chmutov, in [5], extended the idea of a geometric dual of an embedded graph by
describing how a dual can be formed with respect to individual edges of the embedded graph. The resulting
duality, called partial duality, has found a number of applications in mathematics and physics (see, for
example, [5, 17, 22] and the references therein). Here we take the idea of a partial dual further by allowing
two operations on the edges of an embedded graph G: taking the dual with respect to an edge, and also
giving a half-twist to an edge. These two operations give rise to a group action of S3
|E(G)| on G, which we
call the ribbon group action. We say that two embedded graphs are twisted duals if and only if they lie in
the same orbit under the group action. Chmutov’s partial duality and Petrie duality arise as the action of
important, natural subgroups of the ribbon group.
Many of the applications of twisted duality presented in this paper arise from the connection between
an embedded graph and its embedded medial graph. Again we are motivated by classical results in graph
theory. If F is a 4-regular plane graph, then it is necessary checkerboard colourable, and it is well-known
how to construct the set {G | Gm = F} of embedded graphs which have F as their medial graph. The
graphs in this set are called the Tait graphs of F . When F is a non-plane graph, then the construction of the
Tait graphs can fail since not all embedding of a 4-regular graph may be checkerboard colourable. However,
in Section 4 we introduce cycle family graphs. Cycle family graphs extend of the idea of a Tait graph to
arbitrary 4-regular embedded graphs. It is well known that the Tait graphs of a 4-regular checkerboard
colourable graph are geometric duals. We show that this classical connection between graphs and medial
graphs lifts to cycle family graphs and twisted duals. In Subsection 4.4, we show that the set of twisted
duals of an embedded graph G is exactly the set of cycle family graphs of its medial graph Gm. This result
provides a powerful connection between embedded graphs and their medial graph and is one of the main
tools in our paper.
Twisted duality leads to the discovery that the concepts of duality and of graph equality are equivalent.
Revisiting the identity (1.1) above, we observe that definition of equality of medial graphs determines, and
is determined by, the definition of duality: if we begin with characterizing the set {H | Hm = Gm}, we
are led to the classical concept of geometric duality, and vice versa. This suggests the following point of
view: if ∼ denotes some notion of equivalence of embedded graphs, then {H | Hm ∼ Gm} is exactly the
set of graphs dual to G for some corresponding notion of duality. Thus, we can regard notions of equality
of embedded graphs as being equivalent to notions of duality. This point of view provides a hierarchy and
a framework for understanding generalizations of duality, and for understanding isomorphism problems for
4-regular graphs. We show how geometric duality, partial duality and twisted duality fit into this framework
and provide corresponding notions of embedded graph equivalence. In particular, in Subsection 4.6, we use
twisted duality to solve isomorphism problems for medial graphs by proving that if G and H are embedded
graphs then:
• Gm and Hm are equivalent as embedded graphs if and only if G and H are geometric duals;
• Gm and Hm are equivalent as locally embedded maps if and only if G and H are partial duals;
• Gm and Hm are equivalent as abstract graphs if and only if G and H are twisted duals.
Twisted duality also proves useful for studying graph polynomials. Graph polynomials are a natural
forum for studying duality properties. However, most graph polynomials apply either to plane graphs (e.g.
the Penrose polynomial of [24]) or to abstract graphs (e.g. the classical Tutte polynomial of [25, 26, 27]).
Notable exceptions are the extensions of the Tutte polynomial to embedded graphs by Las Vergnas in [19],
and by Bolloba´s and Riordan in [3, 4]. In Section 5, we adapt the generalized transition polynomial of [9]
to embedded graphs. We then showcase the applicability of twisted duality and the ribbon group action
by showing that the ribbon group action corresponds to an action of the symmetric group on the vertex
state weights of the transition polynomial. This gives a twisted duality relation in terms of the weight
systems for this polynomial. Because the transition polynomial assimilates or is related to many other graph
polynomials, this then leads to twisted duality relations for other polynomials.
In particular, an extension of the Penrose polynomial to ribbon graphs is given in [7], and, via the
transition polynomial, the theory of twisted duality leads to new properties of the Penrose polynomial,
including a restatement of the Four Colour Theorem. The transition polynomial is also related to the
topological Tutte polynomial of Bolloba´s and Riordan [3, 4], so the identities for the transition polynomial
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derived in Section 5 using twisted duality now transfer to this polynomial and this leads to a number of new
results about the polynomial (see [8]).
2. Embedded graphs
We use the term “embedded graph” loosely to mean any of four equivalent representations of graphs in
surfaces. We may think of an embedded graph as any of:
(a) a cellularly embedded graph, that is, a graph embedded in a surface such that every face is a 2-cell;
(b) a signed rotation system;
(c) a ribbon graph, also known as a band decomposition;
(d) an arrow presentation.
In subsequent sections we will use these equivalent representations interchangeably, using whichever best
facilitates the discussion at hand. We assume the reader is familiar with cellular embeddings of graphs
and signed rotation systems, recalling that a signed rotation system consists of an abstract graph G, a
cyclic ordering of the half-edges at each vertex, and a + or − sign at each edge. Signed rotation systems
are considered up to equivalence under vertex flips, that is, reversing the cyclic order at a vertex and
simultaneously reversing the signs on the incident edges (twice in the case of a loop). Under this equivalence,
signed rotation systems correspond to cellularly embedded graphs. An abstract graph with a cyclic ordering
of the half-edges at the vertices, but without an assignment of signs to the edges, is also called a combinatorial
map, and we will use this term for emphasis when we are disregarding the signs. See Mohar and Thomassen
[23] for the details of these constructions.
We briefly review ribbon graphs, arrow presentations, and their equivalence (which is homeomorphism
of the surface). We use standard notation: V (G), E(G), and F (G) are the vertices, edges, and faces,
respectively, of an embedded graph G, while v(G), e(G), and f(G), respectively, are the numbers of such.
We will say that a loop (i.e. an edge that is incident to exactly one vertex) in an embedded graph is
non-twisted if a neighbourhood of it is orientable, and we say that the loop is twisted otherwise.
Definition 2.1. Following [4], a ribbon graph G = (V (G), E(G)) is a (possibly non-orientable) surface with
boundary, represented as the union of two sets of topological discs: a set V (G) of vertices, and a set E(G)
of edges such that
(1) the vertices and edges intersect in disjoint line segments;
(2) each such line segment lies on the boundary of precisely one vertex and precisely one edge;
(3) every edge contains exactly two such line segments.
Two ribbon graphs are said to be equivalent or isomorphic if there is a homeomorphism between them
that preserves the vertex-edge structure. (In particular, up to this equivalence, the embedding of a ribbon
graph in three-space is irrelevant.) The genus of a ribbon graph is its genus as a punctured surface. (The
genus of a punctured surface is the genus of the closed surface obtained by capping-off all of the punctures.)
We will say that a ribbon graph is plane if it is the neighbourhood of a plane graph, or equivalently, if the
ribbon graph is a genus zero surface. A ribbon graph is orientable if it is orientable as a surface. Ribbon
graphs are band decompositions (see Gross and Tucker [13]), with the 2-band interiors removed (the 2-bands
correspond to faces). Note that in this context, f(G) is just the number of boundary components of the
surface with boundary comprising the ribbon graph G.
Definition 2.2 (Chmutov [5]). An arrow presentation consists of a set of circles, each with a collection of
disjoint, labelled arrows, called marking arrows, indicated along their perimeters. Each label appears on
precisely two arrows.
Two arrow presentations are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by reversing the direction
of all of the marking arrows which belong to some subset of labels, or by relabelling the pairs of arrows.
The equivalence of these representations of embedded graphs is given rigorously in, for example [13];
however it is intuitively clear. If G is a cellularly embedded graph, a ribbon graph representation results
from taking a small neighbourhood of the embedded graph G. This can be thought of as cutting out the
ribbon graph from the surface. Neighbourhoods of vertices of the graph G form the vertices of a ribbon
graph, and neighbourhoods of the edges of the embedded graph form the edges of the ribbon graph.
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Figure 1. Equivalence of ribbon graphs and 2-cell embeddings.
Two vertices and an edge
disc
aligning the arrows identifying arcs
Figure 2. Constructing a ribbon graph from an arrow presentation.
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Figure 3. Equivalence of arrow presentations and ribbon graphs.
On the other hand, if G is a ribbon graph, we simply sew discs into each boundary component of the
ribbon graph to get the desired surface. See Figure 1, which shows a graph embedded in the projective
plane.
A ribbon graph can be obtained from an arrow presentation by viewing each circle as the boundary of a
disc that becomes a vertex of the ribbon graph. Edges are then added to the vertex discs by taking a disc
for each label of the marking arrows. Orient the edge discs arbitrarily and choose two non-intersecting arcs
on the boundary of each of the edge discs. Orient these arcs according to the orientation of the edge disc.
Finally, identify these two arcs with two marking arrows, both with the same label, aligning the direction of
each arc consistently with the orientation of the marking arrow. See Figure 2.
Conversely, every ribbon graph gives rise to an arrow presentation. To describe a ribbon graph G as
an arrow presentation, start by arbitrarily orienting and labelling each edge disc in E(G). This induces an
orientation on the boundary of each edge in E(G). Now, on the arc where an edge disc intersects a vertex
disc, place a marked arrow on the vertex disc, labelling the arrow with the label of the edge it meets and
directing it consistently with the orientation of the edge disc boundary. The boundaries of the vertex set
marked with these labelled arrows give the arrow marked circles of an arrow presentation. See Figure 3.
Finally, the relation between signed rotations systems and cellularly embedded graphs is standard and
well known.
These ways of representing embedded graphs are equivalent, and furthermore, two graphs are equivalent
as ribbon graphs if and only if they are equivalent as cellularly embedded graphs if and only if they are
equivalent as arrow presentation if and only if they are equivalent as signed rotation systems. When two
embedded graphs are equivalent in this sense, we will often say that they are equivalent as embedded graphs
or are isomorphic, to distinguish this kind equivalence from other graph equivalences that arise in this paper
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(we will be interested in how different notions of equivalence generate extensions of the concept of the dual
of an embedded graph).
Two other natural notions of equivalence are important here. There is a natural forgetful functor from
the category of embedded graphs to the category of graphs which forgets all of the information concerning
the embedding. Thus every embedded graph gives rise to an (abstract) graph by forgetting the embedding
and retaining only the vertices and their adjacency information. A cellularly embedded graph G consists
of a graph G′ and a cellular embedding ψ of G′ into a surface. We say that (the abstract graph) G′ is
the underlying graph of (the embedded graph) G. We will say that two embedded graphs are equivalent as
abstract graphs if their underlying graphs are isomorphic (or equivalent) as abstract graphs. We will usually
denote isomorphism of abstract graphs by G ∼= F , reserving G = F for when G and F are isomorphic as
embedded graphs.
We will also be interested in a notion of equivalence that is stronger than equivalence as abstract graphs,
but weaker than equivalence as embedded graphs. If we are given an embedded graph G, then we can
arbitrarily assign orientations to a neighbourhood of each vertex of G. By reading off the incident half-edges
at each vertex of G according to these orientations, we obtain a cyclic order of the half-edges incident to each
vertex. By equipping the underlying abstract graph of G with this cyclic order we obtain a combinatorial
map M (that is, an unsigned rotation system). We call M an underlying combinatorial map of G, and we
call G a local embedding of M . Of course, in general an embedded graph will have more than one underlying
combinatorial map, and a combinatorial map will have more than one local embedding. It is easily seen,
however, that all of the underlying combinatorial maps of a given embedded graph G are related by reversing
the cyclic orderings of the incident half-edges at some of the vertices of the combinatorial map.
In general, a local embedding of a combinatorial map M is a cellular embedding of the underlying abstract
graph of M into some surface such that the cyclic order at the vertices of M is preserved with respect to
one or the other of the local orientation of a neighbourhood of the image of each vertex. (We use the term
‘local embedding’ to emphasize the fact that we are considering embeddings of M that do not necessarily
arise from the the standard identification between combinatorial maps and graphs embedded in an orientable
surface.)
We will say that two embedded graphs G and H are equivalent as locally embedded maps if and only if it
is possible to assign orientations to the vertices of G and H such that the resulting underlying combinatorial
maps are equal.
As an example, consider the combinatorial map M on two vertices, with edges e, f, g, h, in that cyclic
order at both vertices, and the combinatorial map N on two vertices with with cyclic order e, f, g, h at one
vertex and cyclic order e, f, h, g at the other vertex. Then the two embedded graphs obtained as the standard
orientable embeddings of M and N are equivalent as abstract graphs, but not as locally embedded maps.
On the other hand, the two embedded graphs obtained by locally embedding M on the sphere or the torus
are not equivalent as embedded graphs, but are equivalent as locally embedded maps.
We note that G and H are equivalent as locally embedded maps if and only if they have the same set of
underlying combinatorial maps, and that M is an underlying combinatorial map of G if and only if G is a
local embedding of M . Thus, if G is an embedded graph and M is any of its underlying combinatorial maps,
then {local embeddings of M} = {H | H and G are equivalent as locally embedded maps}.
The hierarchy of these equivalences is perhaps clearest in the language of signed rotations systems. Two
graphs G and H represented by signed rotation systems are equivalent as abstract graphs if the abstract
graphs in their signed rotation system representations are isomorphic (i.e., we ‘forget’ both the cyclic orders
and the edge signs). They are equivalent as locally embedded graphs if the abstract graphs are isomorphic
and the cyclic orders are the same (i.e., we ‘forget’ just the edge signs), remembering that cyclic orders may
be reversed. Finally, G and H are equivalent as embedded graphs if they have the same signed rotation
systems. This hierarchy is also implicit in Gross and Tucker [13].
Note that, given an arrow presentation of an embedded graph G, one can obtain an underlying combina-
torial map by forgetting the directions on the arrows and retaining only their cyclic order about the vertex
disc.
Medial graphs play a central role throughout this paper. If G is cellularly embedded, we constructed its
medial graph Gm exactly as in the plane case, by placing a vertex of degree 4 on each edge, and then drawing
the edges of the medial graph by following the face boundaries of G. There is a natural embedding of the
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Figure 4. The formation of a medial ribbon graph.
A ribbon graph G. The medial graph Gm
drawn inside G.
Gm presented as a ribbon
graph.
Figure 5. An example of a medial ribbon graph.
medial graph Gm, viewed as a ribbon graph, into G viewed as a ribbon graph. This results from drawing the
edges of Gm very close to the the edges of G in the surface, and taking a smaller neighbourhood of Gm than
the neighbourhood of G when cutting out the ribbon graphs from the surface. See Figure 4. An example of
a medial ribbon graph is given in Figure 5. Consistent with this definition is that the medial graph of an
isolated vertex is an isolated face, and we adopt this convention.
3. Twisted duality and the ribbon group action
Duality in the plane is constrained by the fact that the result of taking the dual of a plane graph is again
a plane graph. Working with embedded graphs, however, allows greater flexibility. Here we move out of
the class of plane graphs by allowing two operations on the edges of an embedded graph G. The first is
forming the dual with respect to an individual edge, as defined by Chmutov in [5], and the second is adding
a half-twist to an edge. These two operations give rise to a group action of S3
e(G) on G, which we call the
ribbon group action. The ribbon group action is the foundation of many of the results in the later sections
of this paper.
3.1. The ribbon group action. As often is the case, we begin with graphs equipped with a linear ordering
on their edges, and then show that our constructions are independent of these orderings. We first give the
half-twist and dual operations with respect to single distinguished edges. We define the ribbon group action
of Ge(G) on graphs with a linear ordering on their edges, where G ∼= S3. We then provide a more efficient
notation which is independent of the ordering of the edges and also establish some elementary properties of
the ribbon group action.
We let G denote the set of embedded graphs considered up to homeomorphism (we identify an embedded
graph G with its homeomorphism class), and we let G(n) ⊆ G denote the set of embedded graphs with exactly
n edges. We write
Gor = {(G, `)|G ∈ G and ` is a linear ordering of the edges}
for the set of embedded graphs with ordered edges, and
Gor(n) =
{
(G, `)|G ∈ G(n) and ` is a linear ordering of the edges
}
for those with exactly n edges.
Definition 3.1. Let (G, `) ∈ Gor and suppose ei is the ith edge in the ordering `. Also, suppose G is given
in term of its arrow presentation, so ei is a label of a pair of arrows.
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Figure 6. τ and δ with arrow presentations.
The half-twist of the ith edge is (τ, i)(G, `) = (H, `) where H is obtained from G by reversing the direction
of exactly one of the ei-labelled arrows of the arrow presentation, as in Figure 6. H inherits its edge order `
in the natural way from G.
The dual with respect to the ith edge is (δ, i)(G, `) = (H, `), where H is obtained from G as follows.
Suppose A and B are the two arrows labelled ei in the arrow presentation of G. Draw a line segment with
an arrow on it directed from the the head of A to the tail of B, and a line segment with an arrow on it
directed from the head of B to the tail of A. Label both of these arrows ei, and delete A and B with the
arcs containing them. The line segments with their arrows become arcs of a new circle (or circles) in the
arrow presentation of H. As with the half-twist, H inherits its edge order ` from G. See Figure 6.
Note that the half-twist operation does not change the number of vertices nor the cyclic order of incident
half-edges at a vertex in a graph, but the dual operation may change either.
We make the simple but important observation that the half-twist and dual operations when applied to
different edges commute.
Proposition 3.2. If i 6= j and ξ, ζ ∈ {τ, δ}, then (ξ, i)((ζ, j)(G, `)) = (ζ, j)((ξ, i)(G, `)).
However, (τ, i) and (δ, i) do not commute when applied to the same edge. In fact, we will see they induce
a group action of S3 on that edge.
We use the following notation to denote compositions applied to the same edge:
(ξζ, i)(G, `) := (ξ, i)((ζ, i)(G, `)),
where ξ, ζ ∈ {τ, δ}. We also define (1, i)(G, `) := (G, `). Thus, we can consider the action of (ξ, i) on (G, `)
where ξ is a word in {τ, δ}.
Lemma 3.3. If (G, `) ∈ Gor then, for each fixed i,
(τ2, i)(G, `) = (δ2, i)(G, `) = ((τδ)
3
, i)(G, `) = 1(G, `).
Therefore, given a fixed i, there is an action of the symmetric group S3, with the presentation
S3 ∼= G := 〈δ, τ | δ2, τ2, (τδ)3〉,
on Gor.
Proof. The following calculations verify that (δ2, i)(G, `) = (τ2, i)(G, `) = ((τδ)3, i)(G, `) = 1(G, `). Since
(τ,i)7−→ (τ,i)7−→ ,
then (τ2, i) = 1. Also
(δ,i)7−→ (δ,i)7−→ ,
giving the identity (δ2, i) = 1. Finally,
(τ,i)7−→ (δ,i)7−→ (τ,i)7−→
(δ,i)7−→ = (τ,i)7−→ (δ,i)7−→ ,
and thus ((τδ)3, i) = 1.
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We have shown that δ and τ satisfy the defining relations of the presentation. It remains to show that δ
and τ satisfy no additional relations. Since every quotient group of S3 is abelian, it is enough to show that
τδ(G, `) 6= δτ(G, `) for some (G, `). This fact is readily verified. 
The action in Lemma 3.3 for fixed i now extends to a group action of S3
e(G) on Gor(n).
Definition 3.4. We call S3
n ∼= Gn the ribbon group for n edges and define the ribbon group action of the
ribbon group on Gor(n) by:
(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, . . . , ξn)(G, `) = (ξn, n)((ξn−1, n− 1) . . . ((ξ2, 2)((ξ1, 1)(G, `))) . . .)
= ((ξn, n) ◦ (ξn−1, n− 1) ◦ . . . ◦ (ξ2, 2) ◦ (ξ1, 1))(G, `),
where ξi ∈ G for all i.
With Definition 3.4, if (G, `) ∈ Gor(n), then we can view (τ, i) as an element ofGn of the form (1, . . . , τ, . . . , 1),
with τ as the ith coordinate, and similarly for δ and the other elements of G.
3.2. Twisted duals. We now define twisted duality for graphs without any edge ordering. Our final defi-
nition of a twisted dual of G will be of the form
G
∏
ξi(Ai),
where the Ai’s partition the edge set, and the ξi’s are in G. However, we need some preliminary definitions
to make sense of this expression.
We begin with an obvious proposition.
Proposition 3.5. If (G, `) ∈ Gor(n), ζ ∈ Gn, and σ ∈ Sn, then ζ(G, `) = σ(ζ)(G, σ(`)), where σ acts on ζ
by permuting the order of the elements of the n-tuple.
Proposition 3.5 ensures that G
∏
ξ(Ai), as given below, is well-defined, that is, it is independent of the edge
ordering `.
Definition 3.6. Suppose G ∈ G(n), A,B ⊆ E(G) and ξ, ζ ∈ G. Define Gξ(A) as follows. Let ` be an
arbitrary ordering (e1, . . . , en) of the edges of G, and define ξA := (1, . . . , n) ∈ Gn, where i = ξ if ei ∈ A
and i = 1 else. Then,
Gξ(A) := ξA(G, `).
Moreover, we establish the following notational conventions:
Gξ(A)ζ(B) := (Gξ(A))ζ(B), and Gξζ(A) := Gζ(A)ξ(A).
Proposition 3.7. If, for all i, we have ζi ∈ G and Bi ⊆ E(G), then any expression of the form G
∏
ζi(Bi) is
equal to G
∏6
i=1 ξi(Ai), where the Ai ⊆ E(G) are pairwise disjoint with ∪iAi = E(G), and where ξ1 = 1, ξ2 =
τ, ξ3 = δ, ξ4 = τδ, ξ5 = δτ , and ξ6 = τδτ ∈ G. Here, the terms in the product
∏
ζi(Bi) do not necessarily
commute, while the terms in the product
∏6
i=1 ξi(Ai) do commute with each other.
Proposition 3.7 follows from repeated applications of Definition 3.6, and the fact that the terms in the
product
∏6
i=1 ξi(Ai) commute follows from the fact that the Ai’s are disjoint and Proposition 3.2. Hereafter,
we will customarily omit any factors of the form 1(A1) or ξi(∅) in these expressions. Also, if Ai is given
explicitly by a list of edges, to simplify notation, we will omit the set brackets, for example, writing τ(e, f)
for τ({e, f}).
As an example of Proposition 3.7, if G is an embedded graph with edges d, e, f, g, h, then
Gτ(d,e,f)δ(e,f,g) = (Gτ(d,e,f))δ(e,f,g) = Gτ(d)(τ(e,f)δ(e,f))(δ(g)) = Gτ(d)δτ(e,f)(δ(g)) = Gτ(d)δ(g)δτ(e,f).
The edge h is unaffected.
Geometrically, these maps act on an edge e of a ribbon graph in the following way: τ adds a half-twist
to the edge e, and δ forms the partial dual at the edge e. Products of τ and δ are applied to the edge
successively. An illustration of the actions of τ and δ on an embedded graph is given in Example 3.8.
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e1
e2
e1
e2
e1
e2
e1
e2
e1
e2
e1
e2
(δ, 1)
(τ, 1) (1, τ)
(1, δ)
= =
(δ, 1)
(τ, 1)
(1, τ)
(1, δ)
(δ, 1)
(τ, 1)
(1, τ)
(1, δ)
Figure 7. The orbit of a plane digon under the ribbon group action.
Example 3.8. If G is an embedded graph with E(G) = {e1, e2}, with the order (e1, e2), represented as an
arrow presentation and as a ribbon graph shown below,
G =
e1
e2
e1
e2
=
e1
e2
,
then we have
(τ, 1)(G) = Gτ(e1) =
e1
e2
e1
e2
=
e1
e2
,
and
(δ, 1)(G) = Gδ(e1) =
e1
e2
e1
e2 = e1
e2
.
The full orbit of G is given in Figure 7.
We now have the following definition of a twisted dual of an embedded graph.
Definition 3.9. If G is an embedded graph, then H is a twisted dual of G if it can be written in the form
H = G
∏6
i=1 ξi(Ai),
where the Ai’s partition E(G), and the ξi’s are the six elements of G.
Equivalently, if ` is an arbitrary ordering of the edges of G, then H is a twisted dual of G if ξ(G, `) = (H, `)
for some ξ ∈ Ge(G), i.e. H is a twisted dual of G if (H, `) is in the orbit of (G, `) under the ribbon group
action. Note that twisted duality is symmetric, so we may speak of H and G as being twisted duals of one
another.
The linear ordering of the edges is necessary to define a group action, but is not necessary for the
construction of twisted duals. Thus we will use Definition 3.4 when we wish to emphasize the group action,
and Definition 3.9 to emphasize the geometry. However, since moving between the two viewpoints is so
natural, our language may not always preserve the distinction, as for example, we may speak of Gn “acting”
on an unordered graph.
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One of our main interests in this paper is the orbits Orb(G, `) := Ge(G)(G, `) = {ξ(G, `) | ξ ∈ Ge(G)} of
the group action. With slight abuse of terminology, we define
Orb(G) := {H : (H, `) ∈ Orb(G, `) for some edge order `}.
Remark 3.10. Although one of our primary objectives in this paper is investigating and characterizing various
orbits of the ribbon group action, the stabilizer subgroups are also of interest. In particular, the stabilizer
subgroup of Ge(G), like the automorphism group of a graph, is an invariant of G. The study of stabilizers also
encompasses the study of self-dual and self-Petrial graphs. Although we do not investigate the stabilizers
here, they certainly warrant study. Another interesting question, again outside the scope of this paper, is
how ribbon graph theoretic properties, such as the genus or number of vertices, vary over the elements in an
orbit.
3.3. Some properties of the ribbon group action. In general, the group action Gn on Gor(n) is faithful
and transitive, but is not free and has no fixed points. However, it turns out that stronger, order-independent
analogues of these properties hold for twisted duality. We will state and prove these stronger analogous
properties in Proposition 3.11 and then state and prove the ordered versions in the language of group actions
in Corollary 3.12.
Proposition 3.11.
(1) Let ξ ∈ Gn, then ξ(G, `) ∈ {(G, pi(`)) | pi ∈ Sn} for all G ∈ Gn if and only if ξ = 1.
(2) For all G ∈ Gn there is some ξ ∈ Gn such that ξ(G, `) /∈ {(G, pi(`)) | pi ∈ Sn}.
(3) For all G ∈ Gn, there exists an G′ ∈ Gn such that G′ is not a twisted dual of G, if and only if n > 1
Proof.
(1) The sufficiency is easily verified by calculation.
To prove the necessity, for each ξ 6= 1 we find (G, `) ∈ Gor(n) with the property that, if ξ(G, `) =
(H, `), then G 6= H as embedded graphs, and hence (H, `) 6= (G, pi(`)) for any ordering pi(`).
Given ξ 6= 1, so that ξ = (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn) has ξi 6= 1 for some i, we consider (B, `) and (B′, `) ∈
Gor(n), where B is the connected plane bouquet, which consists of n loops at a single vertex, and
(τ, i)(B, `) = (B′, `).
If ξi = δ or τδ, then ξ(B, `) has at least one more vertex than (B, `) (since (ξi, i)(B, `) has two
vertices), so ξ(B, `) 6= (B, pi(`)) for any permutation pi. If ξi = τ then ξ(B, `) is non-orientable (as
(ξi, i)(B, `) is non-orientable), so again ξ(B, `) 6= (B, pi(`)) for any permutation pi. If ξi = δτ or τδτ ,
then ξ(B′, `) has at least one more vertex than (B′, `) (since (ξi, i)(B′, `) has two vertices). In all of
these cases the ξ changes the underlying embedded graph as required.
(2) Let (G, `) ∈ Gor(n), then G either contains a cycle or does not contain a cycle. If G contains a cycle
then there exists a set of edges A of G such that adding a half-twist to each of the edges in A will
change the orientability of G. Let ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξn), where ξi = τ if ei ∈ A and 0 otherwise. It then
follows that exactly one of (G, `) and ξ(G, `) is orientable.
On the other hand, if G does not contain a cycle, then taking the dual at any edge e of G will
result in a ribbon graph containing a cycle. In this case, if we let ξ = ((δ, 1), (1, 2), . . . (1, n)), we
have that exactly one of (G, `) and ξ(G, `) contains a cycle.
In either case there exists some ξ ∈ Gn with the property that the ribbon graphs (without an
edge order) in (G, `) and ξ(G, `) are distinct, and therefore (G, `) 6= ξ(G, pi(`)), for any edge order
pi(`).
(3) Sufficiency is easily checked by calculation. To prove the necessity, assume that n > 1. We need to
show that for any graph G ∈ Gn there is some graph H ∈ Gn which is not a twisted dual of G.
We will prove the result by showing that there exists a set S of ribbon graphs in Gn that is closed
under taking the twisted duals and that has the additional property that every orientable ribbon
graph in the set is plane. Thus, any graph G ∈ Gn − S is not a twisted dual of any graph in S and
vice versa. However, for all n > 1, there is an orientable non-plane ribbon graph, so Gn − S is not
empty.
Our desired set S has the property that G ∈ S if and only if G is plane and has a distinguished
vertex v such that every edge in G is either a loop incident with v or the edge is a bridge incident to
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v and a 1-valent vertex; or G is obtained by half-twisting some of the edges of such a ribbon graph.
Notice that every orientable ribbon graph in S is plane.
To show that S is closed under the operations of twisted duality it is enough to show that for
each G ∈ S, e ∈ E(G) and ξ ∈ G, we have Gξ(e) ∈ S. To see that this is indeed the case, let e
be an edge of some G ∈ S. Then e is either a non-twisted loop, a twisted loop, or a bridge, and
ξ = 1, τ, δ, τδ, δτ or τδτ . If e is a non-twisted loop then the edge corresponding to e in G1(e) and
Gτδτ(e) is a non-twisted loop; in Gδ(e) and Gτδ(e) it is a bridge; and in Gτ(e) and Gδτ(e) it is a twisted
loop. If e is a twisted loop then the edge corresponding to e in Gτ(e) and Gτδ(e) is a non-twisted
loop; in Gδτ(e) and Gτδτ(e) is a bridge; and in G1(e) and Gδ(e) is a twisted loop. If e is a bridge
then the edge corresponding to e in Gδ(e) and Gδτ(e) is a non-twisted loop; in Gδτ(e) and Gτδτ(e) is
a bridge; and in G1(e) and Gδ(e) is a twisted loop. In all of these cases the resulting twisted dual
Gξ(e) is in S and the result then follows.

Corollary 3.12. The action of Gn on Gor(n) is
(1) faithful;
(2) has no fixed points;
(3) transitive if and only if n > 1;
(4) not free.
Proof. The first three properties follow easily from Proposition 3.11.
To show that the action is not free we need to show that there is a (G, `) ∈ Gn, such that ξ(G, `) = (G, `)
for some non-trivial ξ ∈ Gn. This exists since ∏ni=1(τ, i)(K1,n, `) = (K1,n, `), for any edge order ` of the
complete bipartite ribbon graph K1,n. 
3.4. Some historical context. We take a moment now to place prior work on partial duals and Petrie
duals (also known as Petrials) in the context of twisted duality. Doing so will also highlight the actions of
some important subgroups of the ribbon group. In particular, we will see that sets of geometrically dual
graphs arise as the orbits of the action of an order two subgroup of Ge(G), and that sets of partially dual
graphs, which result from applying δ to a subset of edges, arise as orbits of the action of another natural
subgroup of the ribbon group. The half-twist operation τ gives an analogous construction for Petrials and
what we will term partial Petrials. We will use Wilson’s taxonomy from [28] for similar constructions for
each of the subgroups of G.
The group G = 〈δ, τ | δ2, τ2, (δτ)3〉 has five non-trivial subgroups, with the four proper, non-trivial,
subgroups being cyclically generated. Each of these subgroups defines an action on the sets Gor(n). If ξ ∈ G
and 〈ξ〉 is the subgroup of G generated by ξ, then we denote the orbit of (G, `) under the action of 〈ξ〉e(G) on
Gor(n) by Orb(ξ)(G, `) := {ξ(G, `) | ξ ∈ 〈ξ〉e(G) ≤ Ge(G)}. Again with slight abuse of terminology, we define
Orb(ξ)(G) := {H : (H, `) ∈ Orb(ξ)(G, `) for some edge order `}.
The following fact relating twisted duality and geometric duality will be important later. Recall that the
geometric dual G∗ of an cellularly embedded graph G is constructed exactly as in the plane case by placing
a vertex in each face, and connecting two of these vertices with an edge whenever their faces share an edge
on their boundaries. In the context of ribbon graphs, G∗ is constructed by regarding the ribbon graph G as
a punctured surface, filling in the punctures using a set of discs denoted V (G∗), then removing the original
vertex set V (G) (so G∗ = (V (G∗), E(G))).
Proposition 3.13 (Chmutov [5]). If G is an embedded graph, then
G∗ = Gδ(E(G)).
Thus, we see that a graph and its geometric dual form the orbit of G under the action of the subgroup of
Ge(G) of order two generated by (δ, . . . , δ).
Definition 3.14. Let 〈δ〉 = 〈δ | δ2〉 be the subgroup of G generated by δ. Then two twisted duals H and
G are said to be partial duals if (H, `) = ξ(G, `) for some ξ ∈ 〈δ〉e(G) and some edge ordering `, i.e. if
H ∈ Orb(δ)(G).
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Chmutov further observed in [5] that partial duality can be regarded as an action of Ze(G)2 on a ribbon
graph G, and here we see that this Ze(G)2 action is the action of a subgroup of the ribbon group Ge(G).
A very similar situation occurs with Petrials. The Petrial of an embedded graph G, which we denote by
G×, is formed with the same edges and vertices as G, but for the faces taking the Petrie polygons, which
are the result of closed left-right walks in G (see Wilson [28]). Since the left-right pattern effectively means
crossing over each edge, when the graph is viewed as a ribbon graph, this is simply giving each edge a
half-twist, and hence G× is simply the result of giving a half-twist to all of the edges. Thus, we have the
following proposition, and see that, in analogy with geometric duality, a graph and its Petrial also form the
orbit of G under the action of the subgroup of Ge(G) of order two generated by (τ, . . . , τ).
Proposition 3.15. If G is an embedded graph, then
G× = Gτ(E(G)).
This parallel suggests naming the orbit under half-twists the partial Petrials, in analogy with the partial
duals given above.
Definition 3.16. Let 〈τ〉 = 〈τ | τ2〉 be the subgroup of G generated by τ . Then two twisted duals H and
G are said to be partial Petrials if (H, `) = ξ(G, `) for some ξ ∈ 〈τ〉e(G) and some edge ordering `, i.e. if
H ∈ Orb(τ)(G).
To emphasize the topology, we will sometimes say that two partial Petrials are twists of one another.
We will now see that the orbit of G under the action of the subgroup 〈τ〉e(G) completely describes
equivalence as local embeddings.
Proposition 3.17. Let G be an embedded graph and M be any one of its underlying combinatorial maps.
Then
Orb(τ)(G) = {Gτ(A) | A ⊆ E(G)} = {local embeddings of M}
= {H | H and G are equivalent as locally embedded maps}.
In particular, two graphs G and H are partial Petrials if and only if they are equivalent as locally embedded
maps.
Proof. The final equality was noted in Section 2. Furthermore, H and G are equivalent as locally embedded
maps if and only if there exist local orientations of H and G that give rise to the same combinatorial map
if and only if the signed rotation systems of H and G with respect to these local orientations differ by signs
if and only if G and H are partial Petrials.

In [28], Wilson found that the operations of taking the geometric dual and the Petrial of a graph generated
an action of S3 on the graph. This action is exactly the action of the copy of S3 appearing as the subgroup
of Ge(G) generated by (δ, . . . , δ) and (τ, . . . , τ). In addition to the geometric dual and the Petrial already
described, Wilson named these global operations, as given in Table 1. We suggest the name Wilsonial in
parallel with Petrial for the third operation that is a ‘duality’ property, instead of Wilson’s original term
‘opposite’. Also, in order to emphasize the operations and their geometry, we use the term twisted dual here
rather than Wilson’s original term of direct derivative.
Just as the geometric dual and Petrial may be associated with partial duality and partial Petrials by
applying δ or τ to subsets of the edges, natural classes of graphs arise as the orbits Orb(ξ)(G) for ξ some
other element of G. This correspondence is given in Table 1.
4. Medial graphs and the ribbon group action
Via the ribbon group action, twisted duality gives the full story of the interplay among a graph, its medial
graph, and its various twisted duals. This allows us to answer the question we originally posed:
• given any 4-regular graph F , what precisely is the set of embedded graphs that have medial graphs
isomorphic to F as abstract graphs?
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Generator(s) Order of subgroup Applied to all edges Applied to a subset of edges
of G generated
δ 2 geometric dual partial dual
τ 2 Petrie dual or Petrial partial Petrial
τδτ 2 Wilson dual or Wilsonial partial Wilsonial
(or the opposite)
δτ 3 triality partial triality
δ and τ 6 twisted dual (or a direct derivative) twisted dual
Table 1. Taxonomy of classes of twisted duals.
We are able to provide a classification of all the twisted duals of an embedded graph G via its medial
graph, and thus characterize Orb(G) as the answer to this question. These relations among twisted duals,
embedded medial graphs, and cycle family graphs are higher genus generalizations of the classic results
relating geometric duals, medial graphs, and Tait graphs.
By way of motivation, we begin by reviewing some basic properties of plane medial graphs. If F is a
connected 4-regular plane graph, then F is face two-colourable (see Fleischner [11] for example). We call
this a checkerboard colouring, and use the colours black and white. The blackface graph, Fbl, of F is the
plane graph constructed by placing one vertex in each black face and adding an edge between two of these
vertices whenever the corresponding regions meet at a vertex of F . The whiteface graph, Fwh, is constructed
analogously by placing vertices in the white faces. Borrowing terminology from knot theory, we refer to Fbl
and Fwh as the Tait graphs of F .
There are two key properties of Tait graphs. The first property is duality: (Fbl)
∗ = Fwh and (Fwh)∗ = Fbl
, where the asterisk indicates geometric duality. Thus, if G is any plane graph, and we give Gm the canonical
checkerboard colouring, i.e. where the black faces contain the vertices of G, then
(4.1) (Gm)bl = G, and (Gm)wh = G
∗.
Secondly, the medial graph of a Tait graph is just the original graph, i.e.
(4.2) (Fwh)m = (Fbl)m = F.
Moreover, {Fwh, Fbl} is exactly the set of plane graphs whose medial graph is F .
With this, we can think of the Tait graphs loosely as “orbits” of size two under the operation of geometric
duality, and everything in this “orbit” shares the same medial graph. In Section 4.3 we will see how this
point of view can be fully realized by embedded graphs.
In the special case that a 4-regular embedded graph F (thought of as being cellularly embedded in a
surface) is checkerboard colourable, then we can construct the Tait graphs just as in the plane case, and the
same properties described above will still hold. In particular, there are the following two well-known results.
Proposition 4.1. If G is any embedded graph, thought of as being cellularly embedded in a surface, and
we canonically checkerboard colour the embedded medial graph Gm, then (Gm)bl = G and (Gm)wh = G
∗ =
Gδ(E(G)), the geometric dual of G in the surface.
Proposition 4.2. Let F be a 4-regular, cellularly embedded graph. Then:
(1) if F is checkerboard colourable, then {Fbl, Fwh} is the complete set of cellularly embedded graphs with
embedded medial graph equivalent to F ;
(2) if F is not checkerboard colourable, then F is not the embedded medial graph of any embedded graph.
Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 provide a complete characterization of the embedded graphs whose medial graph
is equivalent to a given 4-regular, embedded graph F . Moreover, the propositions tell us that all of the
embedded graphs with this property are geometric duals.
A natural question then arises: given any 4-regular graph F , which embedded graphs have medial graphs
isomorphic to F as abstract graphs? In this section we answer this question, giving a complete characteri-
zation of the set of embedded graphs with this property. To do this, we introduce the concept of the cycle
family graphs of a 4-regular, embedded graph F . The cycle family graphs do not rely on the checkerboard
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colourability of an embedded graph, and every 4-regular, embedded graph will admit a set of cycle family
graphs. We will prove that:
(1) Gm ∼= Hm as abstract graphs if and only if G and H are twisted duals (compare Equation (4.1) and
Proposition 4.1 to Theorem 4.10);
(2) Gm ∼= F as abstract graphs for a given 4-regular, embedded graph F if and only if G is a cycle
family graph of F (compare Equation (4.2) and Proposition 4.2 to Theorem 4.12).
Thus the relationships between cycle family graphs and twisted duals fully extend the classic relations
between Tait graphs and duality.
4.1. Cycle family graphs. In this subsection we introduce the concept of a cycle family graph. Cycle
family graphs can be viewed as an extension of Tait graphs to arbitrary (i.e. not necessarily checkerboard
colourable) 4-regular graphs.
In order to motivate cycle family graphs, we begin by recalling the construction of the two Tait graphs.
Suppose that F is a checkerboard coloured, 4-regular embedded graph. Then an arrow presentation of
the whiteface graph, Fwh, is obtained by replacing every checkerboard coloured vertex v, v
, with the
configuration . Similarly, the blackface graph Fbl is obtained by replacing every checkerboard coloured
vertex v,
v
, with the configuration . (The arrows in the configurations shown are labelled v.)
The resulting embedded graphs Fwh and Fbl are the two Tait graphs of F .
Notice that in the construction of a Tait graph, the following three restrictions are used:
(1) two types of splits
(
and
)
are used in the construction;
(2) the same type of split, with respect the the checkerboard colouring, is chosen at each vertex of F ;
(3) the arrows are consistent with a local orientation at the vertex.
Cycle family graphs arise by relaxing each of the restrictions (1), (2) and (3) that appear in the construction
of the Tait graph. For relaxing restriction (1), we note that there are three natural configurations associated
with a 4-valent vertex ( , and ), rather than two. We allow all three types of configurations
in the construction of a cycle family graph. For relaxing restriction (2), we allow any of the three types
of configuration mentioned above at each vertex. Notice that this means that we no longer require the 4-
regular embedded graphs F to be checkerboard colourable. Finally, we relax restriction (3) by also allowing
the arrows to disagree with a local orientation at the crossing. Thus cycle family graphs extend the idea of
a Tait graph to all embedded graphs. We now give the formal definition of a cycle family graph.
Let F be a 4-regular embedded graph thought of as a 2-cell embedding. A vertex state of v ∈ V (F ) is a
choice of one of the following configurations in a neighbourhood of the vertex v:
, or .
The configurations replace a small neighbourhood of the vertex v. We will refer to the first two of the these
vertex states as splits and the third as a crossing. Vertex states are sometimes called transitions or transition
systems, but here again we choose terminology that is closer to that of knot theory.
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An arrow marked vertex state of v consists of a vertex state equipped with exactly two v-labelled arrows.
Each arrow is placed on one of the positions indicated below and may point in either direction.
, , or .
A graph state s of F is a choice of vertex state at each vertex of F , and an arrow marked graph state ~s of
F is a choice of arrow marked vertex state at each vertex of F . Note that each graph state corresponds to a
specific family of edge-disjoint cycles in F , and this family is independent of embedding (although different
embeddings of F will generally use different vertex states to generate the same family of disjoint cycles).
Definition 4.3. Let F be a 4-regular embedded graph, and let ~s be an arrow marked graph state of F .
Regard ~s as an arrow presentation of an embedded graph by viewing each component of ~s as a circle marked
by the labelled arrows arising from the arrow marked vertex states. Denote this new graph by F~s, and,
because the vertices of F~s arise from a family of disjoint cycles of F , we call F~s a cycle family graph of F .
Also note that there is a natural identification between the vertex set of F the edge set of F~s. We denote
the set of all cycle family graphs of a 4-regular embedded graph F by C(F ).
Example 4.4. As an example, on the projective plane, if F = * *v1
v2 , then one of the arrow
marked graph states ~s of F gives the following cycle family graph:
F~s = * *v1 v2
v1
v2 =
v1
v2
= * *
v1
v2
.
Although in Example 4.4, F and F~s are both embedded in the same surface, in general this will not
happen, as in Example 4.5.
Example 4.5. As a second example of the construction of cycle family graphs, the reader can verify that
the complete set of cycle family graphs of contains only , and
.
We will say that two arrow marked vertex states are equivalent if we can obtain one from the other by
reversing the direction of both arrows in the pair. Figure 8 illustrates this in the case of splits. We refer to
the arrow marked vertex states on the left of Figure 8, with the arrows pointing in opposite directions, as
flat arrowed marked vertex states, and the arrow marked vertex states on the right of Figure 8, with the
arrows pointing in the same direction, as twisted arrow marked vertex states. Note that these types of states
are defined with respect to the embedding of the arrow marked vertex states. Furthermore, we say that two
arrow marked graph states ~s and ~s ′ of F are equivalent if, for each vertex of F , the arrow marked vertex
states of ~s and ~s ′ at that vertex are equivalent when thought of in terms of arrow presentations.
Lemma 4.6. If F is a 4-regular embedded graph and ~s and ~s ′ are two equivalent arrow marked graph states
of F , then F~s = F~s ′ as embedded graphs.
Proof. We need to show that the arrow presentations, F~s and F~s ′ are equivalent, that is, F~s ′ can be obtained
from F~s by reversing the direction of some of the pairs of arrows with the same labels and by homeomorphism
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∼ and ∼
Figure 8. Equivalent arrowed vertex states, with flat arrows on the left, and twisted arrows
on the right.
of the cycles. To do this, it is enough to show that the arrow marked graph state ~s ′ can be obtained from ~s
by reversing the direction of some of the pairs of arrows with the same labels and by homeomorphism of the
cycles. The fact that this is indeed the case is easily verified by checking the defining relations of equivalent
arrow marked graph and vertex states. 
We note that the converse of the above lemma is false as non-equivalent arrow marked graph states may
give rise to equivalent cycle family graphs.
Proposition 4.7. There are at most 6v(F ) distinct cycle family graphs of a 4-regular embedded graph F .
At certain points in this paper we will be particularly interested duality states. These are arrow marked
graph states which arise by restricting all of the vertex states to splits with flat arrows. In particular, Tait
graphs arise from special duality states, as follows.
Proposition 4.8. Let F be a checkerboard coloured embedded 4-regular graph. Then there exist arrow marked
graph states ~b and ~w of F such that F~b = Fbl and F~w = Fwh. Moreover, both
~b and ~w are duality states.
Proof. Construct an arrow marked graph state of F by choosing the duality state consisting of flat splits
where the split at each vertex results in arcs that follow the boundaries of the black regions at that vertex.
The resulting ribbon graph F~b is exactly the Tait graph Fbl since the cycles follow the boundaries of the
black regions (giving one vertex in each black region), and, since the arrow marked state is flat, there is an
edge added whenever two black regions meet at a vertex as prescribed by the definition of Fbl. The whiteface
result is proved analogously by choosing the flat splits at each vertex that follow the boundaries of the white
regions. 
4.2. Twisted duals and cycle family graphs. We are now ready for the first of our main theorems.
We will begin by showing that all of the cycle family graphs of a 4-regular embedded graph are twisted
duals, thus generalizing the well known property of Equation 4.1. We will then prove the converse of this
result, that twisted duals are exactly the cycle family graphs of a medial graph. This converse generalizes
Proposition 4.1.
Theorem 4.9. If F is a 4-regular embedded graph and F~s and F~s ′ are two cycle family embedded graphs,
then F~s and F~s ′ are twisted duals.
Proof. It suffices to show that if the arrow marked graph states ~s and ~s ′ differ at exactly one vertex then
F~s and F~s ′ are twisted duals. To show this, assume that ~s and ~s
′ differ at the vertex v ∈ V (F ) and that
ev is the label of the edge in F~s and the corresponding edge in F~s ′ that arises from the pair of v-labelled
arrows in ~s and ~s ′. We then need to show that ξ(F~s, ev) = (F~s ′ , ev) for some ξ ∈ G. To show this, we may
assume without loss of generality (as G is a group) that the arrow marked vertex state at v in ~s is a split
with flat arrow markings, so that locally, (the arrow presentation of) F~s is . Then, in ~s
′, the arrow
presentation of F~s ′ is locally one of
= τ
  , = δ
  , = τδ
  ,
= δτ
  or = τδτ
  ,
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where the arrow presentations are all identical outside of the region shown in the diagrams. Thus we have
shown that when ~s and ~s ′ differ at v, then ξ(F~s, ev) = (F~s ′ , ev) for some ξ ∈ G, as required. 
Suppose that G and H are embedded graphs with the property that H = (Gm)~s. Then Theorem 4.9
tells us that H and G are necessarily twisted duals. Below, in Theorem 4.10, we will see that the converse
of this statement also holds. That is, if H and G are twisted duals, then H = (Gm)~s, for some state ~s.
Theorem 4.10 combines Theorem 4.9 with this converse to say that G and H are twisted duals if and only
if they are both cycle family graphs of the same embedded graph Gm. This can be stated more concisely as
C(Gm) = Orb(G).
Theorem 4.10 is one of the main results of this paper, since it provides a characterization of twisted duals
in terms of medial graphs, and states that the ribbon group action on an embedded graph G generates
precisely the set of cycle family graphs of medial graph of G.
Theorem 4.10. If G is an embedded graph, then the set of cycle family graphs of Gm is precisely the set of
all twisted duals of G, i.e.
C(Gm) = Orb(G).
Proof. By Theorem 4.9, if H ∈ C(Gm), then H ∈ Orb((Gm)~s)) for any arrow marked state ~s. In particular
this is true for the arrow marked state ~b corresponding to the black face graph that is guaranteed to exist
by Proposition 4.8, so that (Gm)~b = (Gm)bl = G. Thus C(Gm) ⊆ Orb(G).
To show that C(Gm) ⊇ Orb(G), we need to show that if G and G′ are twisted duals of one another, then
they are both cycle family ribbon graphs of the medial ribbon graph Gm of G. To show this, consider locally
an edge e of G: . At the edge e, the twisted dual will assume one of the following six forms.
, , , , , or .
To prove the result it is enough to show that each of these six forms arise as an arrow marked vertex state of
ve ∈ V (Gm). (This is since the local configurations at the edges of the arrow presentation of G are connected
to each other in the same way that the local configurations at the vertices of Gm are connected to each other
to form the cycles.)
Now the vertex ve of Gm is embedded in the edge e of G thus: . We then see that the
possible arrow marked vertex states of Gm at ve are
, , ,
, , and ,
as required. Thus, if H ∈ Orb(G), then H is a twisted dual of G, and by the above H ∈ C(Gm) and
Orb(G) ⊆ C(Gm). Thus Orb(G) = C(Gm) as desired. 
We note that Theorem 4.9 does not follow from Theorem 4.10 since, unlike the planar case, there are
4-regular embedded graphs that do not arise as the medial graph of an embedded graph. (To see this, observe
that there are three embedded graphs with exactly one edge, giving rise to three medial graphs with two
edges. However, as there are six 4-regular embedded graphs with two edges, not every 4-regular embedded
graph can be an embedded medial graph.)
It follows from Proposition 4.8 that Theorem 4.10 generalizes Equation 4.1 and Propositions 4.1, since
(Gm)bl = (Gm)~b and (Gm)wh = (Gm)~w are both in C(Gm), and G and G∗ = Gδ(E(G)) are both in Orb(G).
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We have seen the relation between cycle family graphs and twisted duals. Since partial duality is a special
case of twisted duality that is of independent interest, we specialize our results to partial duality.
Theorem 4.11.
(1) If F is a 4-regular embedded graph and F~s and F~s ′ are cycle family embedded graphs, for some ~s and
~s ′ that are duality states, then F~s and F~s ′ are partial duals.
(2) If G and G′ are partial duals, and Gm is the embedded medial graph of G, then there are duality
states ~s and ~s ′ such that G = (Gm)~s and G′ = (Gm)~s ′ .
(3) (Gm)~s is a partial dual of G if and only if ~s is a duality state.
Proof. The first two parts of the theorem can be proved by following the proof of Theorem 4.10 and restricting
to partial duality and duality states. Due to this similarity the proofs are omitted.
The proof of (3) is as follows. Since Gm is a 4-regular embedded graph and G = (Gm)~s for some duality
state ~s, necessity follows by (1). For sufficiency, we may assume without loss of generality that (Gm)~s is
obtained from G by forming the partial dual at a single edge e (so (Gm)s = G
δ(e)). If e is the edge ,
then the corresponding edge in (Gm)~s is , where the graphs are identical except in the region shown.
It is easily seen that the only way that this configuration can arise from an arrow marked vertex state at
ve ∈ V (Gm) is if the arrowed vertex state is a flat split. 
4.3. Medial graphs and cycle family graphs. In this subsection we will prove another of our main
theorems, this one generalizing Equation 4.2 and Proposition 4.2. The theorem shows that cycle family
graphs extend the essential relations among plane graphs and their medial and Tait graphs. Furthermore,
we show that if F is a 4-regular graph, then its set of cycle family graphs is precisely the set of embedded
graphs that have embedded medial graphs isomorphic to F as abstract graphs. We actually prove a stronger
result: we not only show that the set of cycle family graphs of F give all the embedded graphs whose medial
graphs are isomorphic to F as abstract graphs, but we also give specific conditions for when a medial graph
is a partial Petrial of F .
Theorem 4.12. Let F be a 4-regular embedded graph. Then:
(1) if ~s is an arrow marked graph state of F , then (F~s)m and F are isomorphic as abstract graphs;
(2) if ~s is a duality state, then (F~s)m and F are also equivalent as locally embedded maps, or equivalently,
are partial Petrials.
Proof. In order to prove the statements it is enough to consider what happens locally at a vertex v of F in
the formation of (F~s)m. We assume that v is incident to edges labelled av, bv, cv, dv, and these edges meet v
in the cyclic order (av bv cv dv). We will prove the second statement first.
To prove the second statement, assume that ~s is a duality state. Without loss of generality we may assume
that the cycles defining the cycle family graph F~s travel between edges av and bv, and between cv and dv.
This is shown as the first step in the figure below.
av
bv
cv
dv av
bv
cv
dv av
bv
cv
dv
F F~s (F~s)m
Now taking the medial graph of F~s will add a vertex incident with edges labelled av, bv, cv, dv with the
cyclic order (av bv cv dv), as shown in the figure above, possibly with additional twisting of the edges. Note
that since we do not know if the arcs (av, bv) and (cv, dv) are connected to each other, we do not know if
the edge ev of the cycle family graph will embed in the vertex v shown the first figure. This means that
when we form the medial graph (Fs)m, as shown in the third step of the figure, we know nothing about the
twisting of the edges. The figure is slightly misleading in this respect.
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Finally, since up to twisting the edges, F and (F~s)m are identical at the vertex v ∈ F and the corresponding
vertex in (F~s)m, for each vertex v of F , and the endpoints marked av, bv, cv, dv in the figure are connected
in the same way in F and in (F~s)m, it follows that these two embedded graphs, when viewed as arrow
presentations, have the same sequence of labels on the vertex disc, although possibly not the same directions
of the arrows. Thus, (F~s)m and F are equivalent as locally embedded maps and (F~s)m = F
τ(A) for some
A ⊆ E(G).
This completes the proof of the second statement.
The first statement is proven similarly: all that is needed to adapt the proof is to check that the remaining
vertex states at v lead to an appropriate configuration at the corresponding vertex in (F~s)m. This is seen
by the following calculations:
av
bv
cv
dv av
bv cv
dv
,
av
bv cv
dv av
bv cv
dv
,
av
bv cv
dv av
bv cv
dv
.
There is a natural identification between the vertex set of F and the edge set of F~s, and a natural
identification between the edges set of F~s and the vertex set of (F~s)m, and hence a natural identification
between the vertices of F and the vertices of (F~s)m. Thus, the first statement follows by observing that
these local configurations imply that a pair of vertices are connected by an edge in F if and only if they are
connected by an edge in (F~s)m. 
Again by Proposition 4.8, it is clear that Theorem 4.12 generalizes Equation 4.2 and Proposition 4.2, since
Fbl = F~b and Fwh = F~w for the duality states
~b and ~w.
Proposition 4.13. Let G and H be 4-regular embedded graphs. If G and H are isomorphic as abstract
graphs, then C(G) = C(H). In particular, all embeddings of a given 4-regular graph generate the same set of
cycle family graphs.
Proof. Suppose the isomorphism of the underlying abstract graphs of G and H is via f : E(G) → E(H).
Then an arrow marked state ~s of G induces an arrow marked state f(~s) of H by pairing edges f(a) and f(b)
with an arrow from f(a) to f(b) in f(~s) if and only if ~s pairs edges a and b with an arrow from a to b. Thus
the arrow marked disks of G~s are precisely the arrow marked disks of Hf(~s) under the relabelling given by
f . Hence G~s = Hf(~s) ∈ C(H), and C(G) ⊆ C(H). A symmetric argument shows that C(H) ⊆ C(G). 
With the following theorem we are now able to answer the original problem of finding the exact set of
embedded graphs that have medial graphs isomorphic to a given 4-regular graph F .
Theorem 4.14. If F is any 4-regular graph, then the set of cycle family graphs of any embedding of F is
precisely the set of all embedded graphs G such that Gm and F are equivalent as abstract graphs, i.e. if F˜ is
any embedding of F , then
C(F˜ ) = {G|Gm ∼= F˜} = {G|Gm ∼= F}.
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Proof. If G ∈ C(F˜ ), then G = F˜~s, for some state ~s, and hence Gm = (F˜~s)m ∼= F˜ ∼= F , by Theorem 4.12.
Conversely, if Gm ∼= F˜ ∼= F , then Gm and F ′ are equivalent as embedded graphs, for some embedding F ′
of F . By Proposition 4.8, G = (Gm)~b = F
′
~b
∈ C(F ′). Finally, by Proposition 4.13, we have C(F ′) = C(F˜ ),
completing the proof.

Theorem 4.14 may be interpreted as follows.
Corollary 4.15. If F is any 4-regular graph, then the set of cycle family graphs of any embedding of F is
the set of Tait graphs of all checkerboard colourable embeddings of F .
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.14 since if F ∼= Gm for some G, then Gm is a checkerboard
colourable embedding of F , and G is one of its Tait graphs.

We illustrate Theorem 4.14 with the following example.
Example 4.16. Let F be the abstract graph with one vertex and two loop edges. To calculate the set
{G|Gm ∼= F}, observe that if Gm ∼= F , then G must be a connected embedded graph with one edge. There
are three such embedded graphs and it is easy to verify that the medial graph of each of these three embedded
graphs is isomorphic to F . Thus
{G|Gm ∼= F} =
{
, ,
}
.
It is worthwhile emphasizing that although there are six distinct embedded graphs isomorphic to F as
abstract graphs, only two of these are checkerboard colourable and are therefore medial graphs of some
embedded graph. One of these is the medial graph of both the path on one edge and of a single untwisted
loop, which are duals of one another; the other is the medial graph of a single twisted loop, which is self-dual.
Now, to construct C(F˜ ) we need to chose any one of the six embeddings of F . For this example we choose
an embedding on the Klein bottle and set F˜ = . (Corollary 4.17 below states that any other choice
of embedding of F (including non-checkerboard colourable embeddings) will result in the same set of cycle
family graphs.) From Example 4.5, we have
C(F˜ ) =
{
, ,
}
= {G|Gm ∼= F},
as is required by the theorem.
Theorem 4.14 can be used to characterize 4-regular embedded graphs that are isomorphic as graphs, in
terms of cycle family graphs:
Corollary 4.17. Let F and F ′ be two 4-regular embedded graphs. Then F and F ′ are isomorphic as abstract
graphs (i.e. F ∼= F ′) if and only if they admit the same set of cycle family graphs (i.e. C(F ) = C(F ′)).
Proof. The result follows since, by Theorem 4.14,
C(F ) = {G|Gm ∼= F} = {G|Gm ∼= F ′} = C(F ′).

A notable special case of corollary 4.17 occurs when F and F ′ are checkerboard colourable.
Corollary 4.18. Let F and F ′ be 4-regular, checkerboard colourable, embedded graphs, with F ∼= F ′, then
the four Tait graphs, Fwh, Fbl, F
′
wh and F
′
bl, of F and F
′, are all twisted duals of one another.
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 4.17 and Theorem 4.9. 
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Theorem 4.14 also leads to a second characterization of the orbit of an embedded graph under the ribbon
group action. The following result is one our our main results. It states that two embedded graphs are
twisted duals if and only if their medial graphs are isomorphic as abstract graphs. This provides a way to
lift isomorphism problems involving a medial graph Gm to the embedded graph G itself.
Theorem 4.19. If G is an embedded graph and ~s is an arrow marked state of the embedded medial graph
Gm, then ((Gm)~s)m ∼= Gm, i.e.
Orb(G) = {H : Hm ∼= Gm}.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 4.10 and 4.14. 
Example 4.20. To illustrate Theorem 4.19, let G denote the plane digon. The orbit of G was given in
Subsection 3.2 in Figure 7. It is readily verified that every embedded graph in Orb(G) has a medial graph
isomorphic to Gm. On the other hand, if H has a medial graph isomorphic to Gm (so H ∈ {H | Hm ∼= Gm}),
then H must have two edges. By calculating the medial graphs of each embedded graph with two edges, one
can easily check that any such H ∈ Orb(G).
4.4. Partial duals, partial Petrials, and Medial graphs. As mentioned previously, geometric duality
can be completely characterized in terms of equivalence of embedded medial graphs:
{G,G∗} = {H | Hm = Gm}.
We have seen above that the set of twisted duals of an embedded graph G arises as the set of graphs with
the same medial graph as G when the medial graphs are considered as abstract graphs:
Orb(G) = {H | Hm ∼= Gm}.
From these result, we can posit that notions of duality are generated by notions of graph equivalence, that
is, we can take the point of view that the set {H | Hm ∼ Gm} describes a set of generalized dual graphs for
each graph equivalence ∼. In the section we consider the duality generated by considering Hm and Gm to be
equivalent as locally embedded maps. In particular, in Theorem 4.24 we will show that for each embedded
graph G,
Orb(δ)(G) = {H | Gm and Hm are equivalent as locally embedded maps},
and therefore equivalence as locally embedded maps induces the concept of partial duality. Remarkably, as a
consequence of this, we shall see that partial duality is intimately connected to the partial Petrials of medial
graphs.
Let F be a 4-regular embedded graph. We will denote the subset of cycle family graphs of F that are
obtained from duality states by Cδ(F ), that is
Cδ(F ) := {F~s | ~s is a duality state of F}.
Theorem 4.21 states that the set Cδ(F ) of cycle family graphs generated by duality states characterizes
the set of those embedded graphs whose whose medial graphs are equivalent to F as locally embedded maps.
The theorem should be compared with Theorem 4.14.
Theorem 4.21. If F is any 4-regular embedded graph, then the subset of cycle family graphs of F that are
generated by all duality states is precisely the set of all embedded graphs G such that Gm and F are equivalent
as locally embedded maps, i.e.
Cδ(F ) = {G|Gm and F are equivalent as locally embedded maps}
= {G | (Gm)τ(A) = F, for some A ∈ E(Gm)}.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.14. If G ∈ Cδ(F ), then (Gm)τ(A) = F , for some
A ∈ E(Gm), by Theorem 4.12. On the other hand, if G is an embedded graph such that Gm and F are
equivalent as locally embedded maps, then Gm is checkerboard colourable with the black faces containing
the vertices of G, where we view Gm as being embedded in the ribbon graph G. We take the arrowed state ~b
of Gm, which is guaranteed to exist by Proposition 4.8, so that (Gm)~b = (Gm)bl = G. Since (Gm)
τ(A) = F ,
for some A ∈ E(Gm), by half-twisting some of the edges of Gm, the arrowed state ~b of Gm induces an arrow
marked state ~β in F . This induced arrow marked state is a duality state since ~b was. Moreover, G = F~β
since ~b and ~β are equivalent as arrow presentations. Thus G ∈ Cδ(F ) as required. 
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Theorem 4.21 can be used to characterize 4-regular embedded graphs that are equivalent as locally em-
bedded maps:
Corollary 4.22. Let F and F ′ be two 4-regular embedded graphs, then F and F ′ are equivalent as locally
embedded maps if and only if Cδ(F ) = Cδ(F ′).
Proof. The result follows since, by Theorem 4.21,
Cδ(F ) = {G|(Gm)τ(A) = F, for some A ∈ E(Gm)} = {G|(Gm)τ(A) = F ′, for some A ∈ E(Gm)} = Cδ(F ′).

In parallel with Corollaries 4.17 and 4.18, a special case of Corollary 4.22 occurs when F and F ′ are
checkerboard colourable.
Corollary 4.23. Let F and F ′ be 4-regular, checkerboard colourable, embedded graphs, such that F and F ′
are equivalent as locally embedded maps. Then the four Tait graphs, Fwh, Fbl, F
′
wh and F
′
bl, are all partial
duals.
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 4.22 and Theorem 4.11. 
The following result should be compared with Theorem 4.19. It states that two embedded graphs are
partial duals if and only if their medial graphs are equivalent as locally embedded maps. This provides a
characterization of the partial duals of an embedded graph in terms of medial graphs.
Theorem 4.24. If G is an embedded graph and ~s is a duality state of the embedded medial graph Gm, then
((Gm)~s)m and Gm are equivalent as locally embedded maps, i.e.
Orb(δ)(G) = {H | Gm and Hm are equivalent as locally embedded maps}.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 4.10 and 4.14.

The following corollary to Theorem 4.24 now gives a remarkable connection between partial duals and
partial Petrials, saying that the partial duals of a graph G are precisely the graphs whose medial graphs are
partial Petrials of Gm.
Corollary 4.25. Let G be an embedded graph. Then
Orb(δ)(G) = {H | Gm and Hm are partial Petrials},
i.e. two graphs G and H are partial duals if and only if their medial graphs are partial Petrials.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.24 and that, by Proposition 3.17, two graphs are equivalent
as locally embedded maps if and only if they are partial Petrials of one another. 
Theorem 4.24 may also be interpreted in terms of Tait graphs, as follows.
Corollary 4.26. Let G be an embedded graph, and suppose F is isomorphic to Gm as abstract graphs. Then
Orb(δ)(G) = {Tait graphs of embeddings F˜ of F | F˜ is a checkerboard colourable partial Petrial of Gm}.
Proof. If H is a partial dual of G, then by Corollary 4.25, Hm = G
τ(A)
m for some A ∈ E(G). But since by
Proposition 3.17, Gm and G
τ(A)
m are equivalent as locally embedded maps, and hence as abstract graphs,
G
τ(A)
m is also equivalent to F as an abstract graph. Thus G
τ(A)
m is a checkerboard colourable embedding of
F that is a partial Petrial of Gm, and H is a Tait graph of it. Conversely, if F˜ is a checkerboard colourable
embedding of F that is a partial Petrial of Gm, and H is one of its Tait graphs, then Hm = G
τ(A)
m , and
hence, by Corollary 4.25, H is a partial dual of G.

We can also use the relationships among partial duals, twisted duals and medial graphs, together with a
result of Las Vergnas [19] and Kotzig [16], to deduce some properties of the orbits under the ribbon group
action.
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Proposition 4.27. Let G be a plane graph. Then
max{v(H) | H ∈ Orb(G)} = max{v(H) | H ∈ Orb(δ)(G)}.
Proof. Las Vergnas’ Proposition 6.1 from [19] implies that the maximum number of circuits in any duality
state of Gm is equal to the maximum number of circuits in any state of Gm. Since the cycles in the states
of Gm form the vertices of the cycle family graphs we have
max{v(H) | H ∈ C〈δ〉(Gm)} = max{v(H) | H ∈ C(Gm)}.
The result then follows since Cδ(Gm) = Orb(δ)(G), by Theorem 4.21 and Theorem 4.24; and since C(Gm) =
Orb(G), by Theorem 4.14 and Theorem 4.19. 
The following corollary relates the number of spanning trees of a ribbon graph G and of its dual G∗ to
the number of bouquets (i.e. embedded graphs with exactly one vertex) in Orb(δ)(G).
Proposition 4.28. Let G be a graph embedded in the plane, the torus or the real projective plane. In
addition, let B(δ)(G) denote the number of bouquets in Orb(δ)(G). Then B(δ)(G) is bounded above by the
total number of spanning trees in G and G∗. Moreover,
B(δ)(G) ≤ 2T (G; 1, 1),
where T (G;x, y) is the Tutte polynomial of G.
Proof. By Las Vergnas’ Corollary 2.4 from [19], every duality state of Gm that contains exactly one cycle
corresponds to a unique spanning tree in G or G∗. (The plane case of this result is due to Kotzig [16].)
Moreover, every duality state of Gm that contains exactly one cycle gives rise to a (not necessarily distinct)
cycle family graph in Cδ(Gm) that has exactly one vertex. Therefore,
|{spanning trees of G or G∗}| ≥ |{H ∈ Cδ(Gm) | H has exactly one vertex}|.
Since Cδ(Gm) = Orb(δ)(G), by Theorem 4.21 and Theorem 4.24, it follows that
|{spanning trees of G or G∗}| ≥ |{H ∈ Orb(δ)(G) | H has exactly one vertex}| = B(δ)(G).
The result then follows by noting that the number of spanning trees in a connected graph G is T (G; 1, 1),
and that T (G, x, y) = T (G∗;x, y), and so
2T (G; 1, 1) = |{spanning trees of G or G∗}| ≥ B(δ)(G).

The above result can also be extended to quasi-trees. From Dasbach et al. [6], a quasi-tree is an embedded
graph with exactly one boundary component (or face).
Corollary 4.29. Let G be an embedded graph, then the number of bouquets in Orb(δ)(G) is bounded above
by the number of spanning quasi-trees of G.
Proof. From [21], if A ⊆ E(G), and Ac = E(G)\A, then the number of vertices of Gδ(A) is equal to the
number of boundary components of G\Ac. It then follows that Gδ(A) is a bouquet if and only if G\Ac is a
spanning quasi-tree. The result then follows, noting that the partial duals need not be distinct. 
Similar results hold for the orbit of an embedded graph under the action of the subgroup of the ribbon
group generated by half-twists.
Proposition 4.30. Let G be an embedded graph. Then
(1) |Orb(τ)(G)| is bounded above by the number of cycles in G.
(2) If G is bipartite, then Gτ(E(G)) = G. Furthermore, (Wilson [28]) if G is orientable regular map, then
Gτ(E(G)) = G if and only is G is bipartite.
Proof. We will work in the language of ribbon graphs. Both results follow from the observations that τ(e)
changes the ribbon graph by adding a half-twist to the edge e, so up to the equivalence of ribbon graphs,
τ(A) can only act by adding or removing half-twists to cycles, for each A ⊆ E(G). The first result then
follows by observing that τ(A) can only act by changing the orientability of a set of cycles of G.
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That all embeddings of bipartite graphs are self-Petrial follows because every cycle is even, so its ori-
entability is unchanged if every edge is given a half-twist, while the cyclic order of half-edges incident to each
vertex is unchanged. The ‘if and only if’ statement is due to Wilson [28], and does not in general hold for
unorientable embedded graphs. For example, the hemi-dodecahedron in the projective plane is self-Petrial,
but not bipartite.

4.5. Cycle family graphs and checkerboard colourings. Here we define an action of the ribbon group
Gn on an arrow marked vertex state of an embedded medial graph Gm. Obviously, Gm could equivalently be
any 4-regular checkerboard colourable embedded graph, but we will typically apply these results to medial
graphs. In order to do this we need to be able to distinguish among the three vertex states. If we canonically
checkerboard colour Gm, then we can distinguish among the vertex states at v as in the following figure.
Here, following knot theory conventions, the graphs are identical outside these local neighbourhoods.
v
−→
in Gm white split black split crossing.
We denote the graphs that result from each of these vertex states as follows:
(Gm)wh(v) is the embedded graph that results from taking the white split state at v,
(Gm)bl(v) is the embedded graph that results from taking the black split state at v, and
(Gm)cr(v) is the embedded graph that results from taking the crossing state at v.
This kind of operation at a vertex appears in the literature under several names, including ‘smoothing’
and ‘transition’. We use the terminology ‘split’ here to emphasize that the operation ‘splits’, or separates,
the regions about a vertex.
We now define an action of the group Gn on an arrow marked vertex state. Let (G, `) ∈ Gor(n). Then
the order ` of the edges of G induces an order ˆ` = (v1, . . . , vn) of the vertex set of the embedded medial
graph Gm. We let (Gm, ˆ`) denote this canonically checkerboard coloured medial graph equipped with the
vertex order induced from (G, `). To define an action on the set of arrow marked states of Gm, we let ~s be
an arrow marked graph state of Gm and (~s, i) be the vertex state at the i
th vertex vi in the order ˆ`. Then
define τ(~s, i) to be the pair (~s ′, i), where ~s ′ is obtained from ~s by reversing exactly one of the arrows of the
arrow marked vertex state at vi in ~s.
Let δ(~s, i) be the pair (~s ′, i) where ~s ′ is constructed by changing the arrow marked vertex state at vi in
~s as specified by the following figure:
δ
δ
,
δ
δ
δ
δ
.
Next we want to extend this action to the set of states of Gm. Let Cor(Gm, ˆ`) denote the set of arrow
marked graph states of (Gm, ˆ`) with the vertex ordering induced by `. (We note that Cor(Gm, ˆ`) is equivalent
to the set of cycle family graphs of Gm with an edge order induced by `.) Define an action of G
n on Cor(Gm, ˆ`)
by
ξ(~s, ˆ`) := (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, . . . , ξn)(~s, ˆ`) = ξn(· · · ξ3(ξ2(ξ1(~s, v1), v2), v3) · · · ), vn),
where (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, . . . , ξn) ∈ Gn and ~s ∈ Cor(Gm, ˆ`).
Proposition 4.31. The action of Gn on Cor(Gm, `) described above is a group action. Moreover,
(Gm, ˆ`)ξ(~s,ˆ`) = ξ((Gm,
ˆ`)~s),
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A vertex of F Type C1 move Type C2 move
Type C3a move Type C3b move Type C4 move
Figure 9. Moves on a checkerboard coloured embedded graph.
where ξ ∈ Gn.
Proof. To prove the first part of the proposition we need to check that δ2(~s, v) = τ2(~s, v) = (τδ)3(~s, v) = 1
and this is easily verified. By checking examples, it is readily verified that no additional relations hold. The
second part of the proposition is tautological when the arrowed states are viewed as arrow presentations of
embedded graphs.

Just as the action of Gn on embedded graphs may be interpreted geometrically, Proposition 4.31 may be
given from a geometric perspective as in the following proposition. The proposition below states that the
group action on arrow marked medial graphs defined in this subsection is compatible with the ribbon group
action.
Proposition 4.32. Let G be an embedded graph with embedded medial graph Gm, and index the vertices of
Gm by E(G). Let Γ =
∏6
i=1 ξi(Ai) where the Ai’s partition E(G), and the ξi’s are the six elements of G. If
~s is an arrow marked state of Gm, then let ~s
Γ be the result of applying ξi(~s, ve) if e ∈ Ai. Then
(Gm)~s Γ = ((Gm)~s)
Γ.
4.6. Orbits under the action induced by the subgroups of G. We have given, in Corollary 4.14, a
characterization of the orbit of an embedded graph G under the entire ribbon group action in terms of medial
graphs. We have also given, in Theorem 4.24, a characterization of the orbit of G under the action of the
subgroup generated by all elements of the form (1, . . . , 1, δ, 1, . . . , 1), again in terms of medial graphs. Here
we will provide geometric characterizations of the orbits under the action of some other important subgroups
of the ribbon group. These characterizations are implicit in Proposition 4.32. A full study of actions of the
many subgroups of a ribbon group on n edges for some class of graphs opens a new and interesting area
investigation.
Recall from Subsection 3.4 that Orb(δ)(G) is the set of partial duals of G, and Orb(τ)(G) is the set of
partial Petrie duals of G, with similar definitions for the other subgroups of G.
In this section, we characterize geometrically the orbits Orb(ξ)(G) generated by each subgroup of G in
terms of medial graphs. In order to do this we need to introduce some further notions of the equivalence of
checkerboard coloured medial graphs.
Let F be a checkerboard coloured 4-regular graph. Type C1, C2, C3a, C3b and C4 moves are defined
in Figure 9. In this figure, a Ci move replaces a checkerboard coloured 4-valent vertex of F with the
checkerboard coloured 4-valent vertex shown labelled Ci in the table, where Ci is C1, C2, C3a, C3b or
C4. (Note that, due to the non-trivial embeddings of the graphs, in the figure the checkerboard colouring is
indicated using bold (for the black face) and lighter (for the white face) lines for the boundary components.)
We say that two checkerboard coloured 4-regular graphs F and H are C1-equivalent, written F ∼C1 H, if
F and H are related by a finite sequence of C1 moves; and similarly for the C2 and C4 moves. We say that
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F and H are C3-equivalent, written F ∼C3 H, if F and H are related by a finite sequence of C3a and C3b
moves. It is easy to verify that Ci-equivalence, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, is an equivalence relation.
Theorem 4.33. Let G be an embedded graph. Then
(1) Orb(G) = {H : Hm ∼= Gm};
(2) Orb(δ)(G) = {H | Gm ∼C1 Hm w.r.t canonical checkerboard colouring};
= {H | Gm and Hm are equivalent as locally embedded maps};
(3) Orb(τ)(G) = {H | Gm ∼C2 Hm w.r.t canonical checkerboard colouring };
(4) Orb(δτ)(G) = {H | Gm ∼C3 Hm w.r.t canonical checkerboard colouring};
(5) Orb(δτδ)(G) = {H | Gm ∼C4 Hm w.r.t canonical checkerboard colouring}.
Proof. First note than the C1 move is the geometric realization of (Gm)(~b)ξ(e) when ξ = δ, the C2 move is
the geometric realization of (Gm)(~b)ξ(e) when ξ = τ , the C3a when ξ = τδ, the C3b when ξ = δτ , and the
C4 when ξ = δτδ. The first result is then Theorem 4.19 and the second is Theorem 4.24.
The remaining results follow easily from Proposition 4.32. To see this we begin by observing that, by
Proposition 4.8, G = (Gm)~b. Then if ξ ∈ G, and e ∈ E(G) we have, by Proposition 4.32,
Gξ(e) =
(
(Gm)~b
)ξ(e)
= (Gm)(~b)ξ(e) .

The following theorem summarizes how the notions of equivalence of embedded graphs and the notions
of duality studied here generate each other.
Theorem 4.34. Let G and H be embedded graphs. Then there is the following hierarchy of of graph
equivalences and notions of duality:
(1) Gm and Hm are equivalent as embedded graphs if and only if G and H are geometric duals;
(2) Gm and Hm are equivalent as locally embedded maps (or are partial Petrials) if and only if G and
H are partial duals;
(3) Gm and Hm are equivalent as abstract graphs if and only if G and H are twisted duals.
Furthermore,
(4) Gm and Hm are equivalent under C3 moves if and only if G and H are partial trialities;
(5) Gm and Hm are equivalent under C4 moves if and only if G and H are partial Wilsonials.
4.7. Deletion, contraction, and medial graphs. We now discuss how the operations of deletion and
contraction interact with the formation of medial graphs. Deletion and contraction of non-loop edges of an
embedded graph are defined much as for abstract graphs. Let G be an embedded graph. In the language of
ribbon graphs it is clear that deleting any edge of G or contracting a non-loop edge will result in a ribbon
graph. When working in the language of cellularly embedded graphs, one has to ensure that deleting or
contracting an edge results in a cellularly embedded graph. In particular, deleting a bridge changes not only
the number of components of a graph, but the number of components of the surface it is embedded in. Thus
deletion and contraction is often best done by converting to the language of ribbon graphs, carrying out the
operation, then converting back to the language of cellularly embedded graphs. Deletion and contraction
for arrow presentations can be defined similarly. Note that G/e and Gδ(e) − e are equivalent when e is not
a loop.
Contracting loops requires some care. We follow Bolloba´s and Riordan’s definition from Section 7 of [4].
Let G be an embedded graph regarded as a ribbon graph and suppose that e is a loop of G, with v being
the vertex of G incident to e. Then the ribbon subgraph ({v}, {e}) of G has either one or two boundary
components (depending on whether e is a twisted loop or not). Then the ribbon graph G/e is formed from
G by attaching a vertex-disc to each of the boundary components of v ∪ e in G, then deleting e and v.
From this definition, it is not hard to see that when e is a loop it is also true that the ribbon graphs G/e
and Gδ(e) − e are equivalent. Chmutov observed this in [5] and defined the contraction of any edge e of an
embedded graph G as
G/e := Gδ(e) − e,
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and we follow this convention. We emphasize the fact that if e is a non-twisted loop whose ends are adjacent
to each other on the vertex on which they lie, then contraction creates a vertex. For example, if G is the
orientable embedded graph consisting of one vertex and one edge e, then G/e consists of two vertices and
no edges. We also recall that the medial graph of an isolated vertex is again an isolated vertex.
The following proposition may be readily observed by viewing G and Gm as ribbon graphs as in Figure 4,
and noting how the medial graph is transformed under the indicated operations.
Proposition 4.35. Let G be an embedded graph with embedded, canonically checkerboard coloured medial
graph Gm, and let e be any edge of G. Then
(1) (Gm)bl(ve) = (G− e)m;
(2) (Gm)wh(ve) = (G/e)m;
(3) (Gm)cr(ve) and (G
τ(e)/e)m are twists of each other.
5. The transition polynomial
The generalized transition polynomial, q(G;W, t), of [9] is a multivariate graph polynomial that generalizes
Jaeger’s transition polynomial [15]. The transition polynomial assimilates the Penrose polynomial and
Kauffman bracket, and agrees with the Tutte polynomial via a medial graph construction. We will now
adapt q(G;W, t) to embedded graphs and determine its interaction with the ribbon group action. In [7],
we use the interaction between twisted duality and the transition polynomial to generalize the Penrose
polynomial for plane graphs to embedded graphs and determine new properties for it. Also, in [8], by
leveraging the relation determined in [10] between the generalized transition polynomial and the topological
Tutte polynomial of Bolloba´s and Riordan ([3, 4]), we determine new properties of the latter.
5.1. The topological transition polynomial. The generalized transition polynomial, q(G;W, t) extends
the transition polynomial of Jaeger [14] to arbitrary Eulerian graphs and incorporates pair and vertex state
weights. For the current application, however, we will restrict q to 4-regular embedded graphs (typically
medial graphs) and we will only work in the generality needed for our current application. For example,
since we will not use pair weights here, we give the weight systems simply in terms of vertex state weights. If
an applications arises in the future where the pair weights are needed, because of the restriction to 4-regular
graphs, they may be taken to be square roots of the vertex state weights. We refer the reader to [9] or [10]
for further details.
A weight system, W (F ), of any 4-regular graph F (embedded or not) is an assignment of a weight in a
unitary ring R to every vertex state of F . (We simply write W for W (F ) when the graph is clear from
context.) If s is a state of F , then the state weight of s is ω(s) :=
∏
v∈V (F ) ω(v, s), where ω(v, s) is the vertex
state weight of the vertex state at v in the graphs state s. Note that a state s consists of a set of disjoint
closed curves, and we refer to these as the components of the state, denoting the number of them by c(s).
Definition 5.1. Let F be a 4-regular graph having weight system W with values in a unitary ring R. Then
the state model formulation of the generalized transition polynomial is
q(F ;W, t) =
∑
s
ω(s)tc(s),
where the sum is over all graph states s of F .
We now restrict our attention further to embedded medial graphs and particular weight systems deter-
mined by the embeddings. Because of these restrictions, we will call the generalized transition polynomial
specialized for this application the topological transition polynomial, and define it as follows.
Definition 5.2. Let G be an embedded graph with embedded medial graph Gm. Define the medial weight
system, Wm(Gm), using the canonical checkerboard colouring of Gm as follows. A vertex v has state weights
given by an ordered triple (αv, βv, γv), indicating the weights of the white split, black split, and crossing
state, in that order. We write (α,β,γ) for the set of these ordered triples, indexed equivalently either by
the vertices of Gm or by the edges of G. Then the topological transition polynomial of G is:
Q(G, (α,β,γ), t) := q(Gm;Wm, t).
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Proposition 5.3. The topological transition polynomial may be computed by repeatedly applying the following
linear recursion relation at each v ∈ V (Gm), and, when there are no more vertices of degree 4 to apply it to,
evaluating each of the resulting closed curves to an independent variable t:
q(Gm,Wm, t) = αvq((Gm)wh(v),Wm, t) + βvq((Gm)bl(v),Wm, t) + γvq((Gm)cr(v),Wm, t).
Pictorially, this is:
v
= αv + βv + γv .
Example 5.4. For example, if G = u v , then Gm =
u v
and so
Q(G; (α,β,γ), t) = αu
v
+ βu
v
+ γu
v
= αu
(
αv + βv + γv
)
+ · · ·
= αuαvt+ αuβvt
2 + αuγvt+ · · ·
We emphasize that in the following theorem the contraction of a loop e (or any other edge e for that
matter) is defined by G/e := Gδ(e) − e.
Theorem 5.5. Let G be an embedded graph and e ∈ E(G). Then
Q(G; (α,β,γ), t) = αeQ(G/e; (α,β,γ), t) + βeQ(G− e; (α,β,γ), t) + γeQ(Gτ(e)/e; (α,β,γ), t).
Proof. The identity follows from Propositions 4.35 and 5.3 upon observing that twisting an edge of a medial
graph does not change the number of cycles in a transition state. 
5.2. Twisted duals and the transition polynomial. We will now see how the topological transition
polynomial interacts with the ribbon group action. The group G = 〈δ, τ | δ2, τ2, (τδ)3〉 is isomorphic to S3
via
η : τ 7→ (1 3) and η : δ 7→ (1 2).
Furthermore, the symmetric group S3 acts on the ordered triple of the weight system at a vertex by permu-
tation. This action by S3 on a vertex state weight can be extended to an action of S
n
3 on the vertex weight
states of medial graphs with n linearly ordered vertices. This can be done by mimicking the approaches
used in Subsections 3.1 and 4.5. We will not formally define this action here and instead define the order
independent analogue of the action, which is more convenient for our applications. This action allows us to
use the ribbon group to modify the medial weight system of an embedded medial graph.
Definition 5.6. Let Gm be a canonically checkerboard coloured embedded medial graph of an embedded
graph G with medial weight system Wm (or equivalently (α,β,γ)), and vertices indexed by the edges of
G. Let Γ =
∏6
i=1 ξi(Ai) where the Ai’s partition E(G), and the ξi’s are the six elements of G. Then Wm
Γ
(or (α,β,γ)Γ), the weight system permuted by Γ, has the ordered triple of the weight system at a vertex ve
given by η(ξi)(αve , βve , γve) when e ∈ Ai.
The classical Tutte polynomial has the duality property that the Tutte polynomial of a plane graph G is
the same as that of its geometric dual G∗ with the roles of the variables x and y permuted: T (G;x, y) =
T (G∗; y, x). In [10] it was shown that the topological transition polynomial has the duality property that
(5.1) q(Gm;Wm, t) = q(G
∗
m;W
∗
m, t),
or equivalently,
(5.2) Q(G; (α,β,γ), t) = Q(G∗; (β,α,γ), t),
where G∗ is the geometric dual of G and W ∗m is the weight system that derives from exchanging the order
of αv and βv in the weight system at each vertex (i.e. take Γ = δ(E(G)) in Definition 5.6). This led to a
new duality result for the topological Tutte polynomial in [10].
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We are now able to extend this geometric duality to a full twisted duality property for the topological
transition polynomial. This twisted duality relation says that the topological transition polynomial of the
medial graph of G is the same as that of the medial graph of any of the twisted duals, provided the weight
system is appropriately permuted. We apply this twisted duality relation to derive new duality properties
for the Penrose and topological Tutte polynomials in [7] and [8].
Theorem 5.7. Let G be an embedded graph with embedded medial graph Gm, and let Γ =
∏6
i=1 ξi(Ai) where
the Ai’s partition E(G), and the ξi’s are the six elements of G. Then,
q (Gm;Wm, t) = q
(
GΓm;W
Γ
m, t
)
,
or equivalently,
Q(G; (α,β,γ), t) = Q(GΓ, (α,β,γ)Γ, t).
Proof. It suffices to prove this for one edge at a time, i.e. to prove the property for Gξ(e) where ξ ∈ G. The
effect of ξ(e) on the medial graph is shown in the table below. The first row gives ξ. The second row shows
the effect on the arrow presentation of the arrows labelled e in the arrow presentation of Gξ(e). The labels
∗, a, b, c are the labels on the disc(s) on either side of e, and the configurations of the discs are otherwise
identical (so that, for example, if
∗
b a
c
represents two discs, then
∗ b
ac
represents one disc, and vice
versa). The third row shows the changes in the cyclic order of the vertices about ve in (G
ξ(e))m.
ξ : 1 τ δ τδ δτ τδτ
Gξ(e) :
∗
b a
c ∗
b
a
c
∗ b
ac
∗
b
a
c
∗ b
a c
∗
ba
c
(Gξ(e))m :
∗
B A
C ∗
B
A
C
∗ B
AC
∗
B
A
C
∗ B
A C
∗
BA
C
Note that if we give the labels a, b, c the order (a, b, c), then they are permuted in the second row of the table
according to η(ξ), and hence (αve , βve , γve) are permuted as claimed. We illustrate this for G
τδ(e) below,
leaving the other cases to the reader.
Gm =
∗
B A
C ∗
B A
C ∗∗
B A
C
BA
C
(Gτδ(e))m =
∗
B
A
C
∗
B
A
C
∗∗
B
A
C B
A
C

Note that by taking take Γ = δ(E(G)), the result of Equation 5.1 is now just an immediate corollary of
Theorem 5.7.
Corollary 5.8. Q(G; (1,1,1), t) is constant on Orb(G), where (1,1,1) is the weight system that assigns a
1 to every vertex state.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.7 since (1,1,1) = (1,1,1)Γ for all Γ. 
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Note that Q(G; (1,1,1), t) is just the generating function for the number of Eulerian k-partitions (see
[20]) of Gm. It is an open question to characterize graphs such that Q(G; (1,1,1), t) = Q(H; (1,1,1), t)
when G and H are not twisted duals of one another.
Corollary 5.9. Let G be an embedded graph, e ∈ E(G) and ξ ∈ G. Further, let (α,β,γ)ξ(e) = (α′,β′,γ′).
Then
Q(G; (α,β,γ), t) = α′eQ(G
ξ(e)/e; (α′,β′,γ′), t)+β′eQ(G
ξ(e)−e; (α′,β′,γ′), t)+γ′eQ(Gτξ(e)/e; (α′,β′,γ′), t).
Proof. The identity follow easily from Theorems 5.5 and 5.7. 
We have shown throughout this paper that there are deep and meaningful connections between the
concepts of twisted duals and of medial graphs. In particular, in this section we have shown how these
connections can be used to develop the theory of graph polynomials by showing that the ribbon group
action induces an action on the weights of the transition polynomial and obtaining a deletion-contraction-
type relation for the transition polynomial. The applications of twisted duality to graph polynomials can
in fact be pushed much further. Twisted duality can be used to obtain a host of new properties of other
important graph polynomials. The topological transition polynomial assimilates a number of topological
graph polynomials, consequently, the tools of twisted duality can be used to unravel the structure of these
graph polynomials. We explore and develop applications of twisted duality to the Penrose polynomialand
to the topological Tutte polynomial in the papers [7] and [8]. In [7], we introduce the topological Penrose
polynomial of an embedded graph G and show that it can be recovered from the transition polynomial. In
[10], it was shown that the topological Tutte polynomial agrees with the topological transition polynomial on
a restricted set of variables. In [7] and [8] we exploit the connection between these graph polynomials and the
transition polynomial, as well as the behaviour of the transition polynomial under the ribbon group action
to find a number of properties of, and relationships among, various graph polynomials. These applications
provide further evidence that twisted duality has the scope to develop the understanding of a wide variety
of graph theoretical problems.
6. Further directions
Although the theory of twisted duality has answered many questions, many more have arisen in the
course of this investigation. We consolidate here some questions mentioned in previous sections, and add a
few others.
(1) We have seen that twisted duality is intimately related to medial graphs and checkerboard coloura-
bility, but further depths remain. For example, if G is any embedded 4-regular graph, which of its
twisted duals are also 4-regular and checkerboard colourable? These would be the twisted duals
that are actually the embedded medial graphs of some embedded graph. Suppose G and H are non-
isomorphic twisted duals that are both checkerboard colourable. How are the cycle family graphs of
G and H related? Also, is it possible to characterize those embedded graphs, without degree restric-
tions, that have a checkerboard colourable twisted dual? Clearly every bipartite graph does (take
its full dual), and this question is equivalent to characterizing those G such that Orb(G) contains a
bipartite graph.
(2) In this paper we investigated orbits of the ribbon group action, in particular determining the orbits
of some special subgroups. However, there are other subgroups of the ribbon group whose actions
would be worth exploring. Perhaps more importantly, it remains to understand various stabilizer
subgroups of the ribbon group action. Is it possible to characterize embedded graphs that are “self
twisted dual”, that is, to determine some Γ =
∏6
i=1 ξi(Ai), so that G
Γ is equivalent to G as embedded
graphs, locally embedded maps or abstract graphs?
(3) A fundamental question that we have not addressed here is how topological invariants of an embedded
graph G, such as orientability, genus, degree sequence, or number of vertices, vary over the elements
in an orbit of the ribbon group action. Is it possible to determine ranges for any of these invariants?
More ambitiously, is it possible to determine any of these invariants for Gξ just from the value of
the invariant on G and the knowledge of ξ?
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(4) Although we focused mainly on transition polynomial here, questions also abound for classical graph
polynomials such as the Tutte or chromatic polynomials. In particular, how are various graph
polynomials constrained on Orb(G) for a fixed G?
(5) Part of our interest in these problems derives from developing design strategies for self-assembling
DNA nanostructures. Because of the great promise of nanotechnology, especially for biomolecular
computing, but also, for example, drug delivery and biosensors (see [29, 18]), recent research has
focused on DNA self-assembly of nanoscale geometric constructs, notably graphs. An essential step
in building a self-assembling DNA nano-construct is designing the component molecules. Ribbon
graphs provide a particularly apt model for this application, with the edge boundaries representing
single DNA strands and the vertices representing branched junction molecules. Thus, the theory
developed here for classifying graphs by their common medial graph suggests a possible efficient
construction technique. If a 4-regular graph F can be assembled out of DNA strands, with relatively
small faces, then it might be used as a template to construct all of the graphs in C(F ). The branched
junction molecules forming its vertices would be decomposed into various vertex states, giving a state
~s of F . (This kind of split at the vertices was used to find Hamilton circuits by Adelman [1].) Then
long (relative to the faces of F ) double strands of DNA with cohesive ends (i.e. extended single
strands of unsatisfied bases) might be introduced to form the edges of F~s, with the relatively small
cycles of ~s as the vertices. This allows one 4-regular graph to act as a single molecular “template” for
constructing a whole class of nanostructures. A number of graph polynomials, which are generally
intractable to compute with current technology, might then, in principle, be found by a biomolecular
computing process of chemical manipulations (splittings, cutting, and merging) of the molecules.
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